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About This Game

This game is a casual Bingo game where you need to collect all the numbers needed for Bingo.
Once you get the Bingo, you get to meet new girls that want to play with you.

Game Features:
* nice artwork

* relaxing background music
* casual Bingo gameplay
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Great puzzle platformer with mostly light puzzles, with some medium to hard puzzles at the end. Play time for me was 4 hours,
and that included getting stuck on a few levels by overthinking the solution. The puzzle aspect is figuring out how to connect the
givers and receivers and how to reach the exit. Most of the time, you can figure it out relatively quickly, but some levels
definitely make you think about it, especially when you reach the gravity resetter pads. The last level was particularly sneaky.

I don't know why some people compare this to Portal or say it tries to copy Portal. Other than both games being first-person
puzzle-platformers which contain cubes, I see no similarities (other than both games being great fun).

The only change I would like to see is the ability to run. Some levels (especially the last level) can include a lot of walking,
especially if you're unsure of the solution, and that can be frustrating.

All-in-all, I definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys puzzle-platformers. At 3-4 hours play time, I think it's worth it,
even at full price.. My favourite childhood game. A challenging strategy game with a lot of replayability. If you're up for
something different, give this a shot. This is a short, enjoyable hidden object\/ puzzle game. However, the asking price is
ridiculous because it takes only a couple of hours to reach the end. And there's no bonus chapter. So ONLY get this if it has an
exceptionally good sale and you don't mind playing a bite-sized game. Beautiful graphics and voice acting (some good, some
cheesy) make the quality of Ominous Tales better than quite a few HOs out there. It's a shame it's not longer.. First 10 levels are
great and everything works fine, but after that it is so common that you finish a level and when you go back to level select it is
marked as not completed. Maybe is just for me, but is really annoying. I purchased this for a dollar while it was on sale.
It's sad when even a dollar is a waste of money for a game.. The controls are clunky, sound is aweful... not something worth
getting.. Game completed!. Can't get this one to run, keep getting a fatal error come up.
I think my Graphics card needs updating so please check your system requirements before buying it.
Dash
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Deck of ashes in an intresting cardgame with a unique mechanic that focuses on all the cards you using burning and thus a huge
focus on mannaging the resources you have and gather. This is both the games strength and flaw to an exstent as it can be a bit
tedious at times and complicated to mannage. However with some more polish i do think this game will turn out great! Id
recomend to give the game a try if this type of cardgame intrests you!. Horrible servers, very lacking in content, physics for
some reason feel worse then the first game
Honestly if you like the crew go back to playing the first game its still much better than this pile of a disappointment... you can
not finish a lap of the track that the application crashes, I hope you resolve this bug as soon as possible. trying to make funny
jokes with the rpgmaker game engine doesnt mix well.. Where should I start...

This is artificial difficulty at its worst. You thought Super Meat Boy and Eryi's Action were artificial difficulty? Play this. Sure,
there's a lot of content for your money, but there's no point in having 70 levels if they're all marred by the inability to progress
due to a number of bugs on top of the artificial difficulty.

The launcher itself isn't great. I wouldn't expect much from the Unity launcher, but I couldn't even rebind my keyboard controls
and the game's hardware detection decided that my 780Ti couldn't run the game on higher than "BASIC". Not a great start,
agreed?

Unfortunately it only got worse from thereon in. There are no in-game options, which means alt-tabbing out to the Windows
sound mixer if you want to change it.

In-game, the controls feel unresponsive due to the ridiculous FOV, causing you to crash into obstacles when it doesn't look like
you should. This leads me onto the broken hitboxes. There are times I've been in the clear and been given the game over screen,
there are other times where I've gone straight through an obstacle.

The game over screen itself is another issue. The multipliers for your score are always zero regardless of how high you got it
when you were actually in the game. On top of this, a fast paced game where most rounds are less than 10 seconds long, you
shouldn't be waiting this long to get to the next level. Each transition is painfully slow and I'm pretty sure I spent more time
watching the game over screens flash up than I did actually playing the game.

Overall, my experience with this game wasn't at all enjoyable. It feels like it should be in Early Access, and I couldn't
recommend it to anyone, even if you're a fan of masochistic games. It's more like a chore than it is a game. Games are meant to
be fun, this is not. The only positive thing I have to say about it is that it's not as nausea inducing as Super Hexagon, though
when I realized that I paid real money for this I threw up in my mouth a little.. Garbage.
Not sure who would enjoy such a weekend project and why it's on Steam.. Let's get the cons out of the way.

I paid more for dinner than they budgeted to make the menus. Very frustrating to use and navigate. Story is lackluster; spelling
and grammar are atrocious. Controls are a little tough in practice since both triggers require near-constant use and the right
bumper gets used for special abilities. You have to contort your hands on the controller to make it work. Camera doesn't let you
see shots behind you. Radar is very confusing.

Think those are petty, minor cons? They are.

Project Root is a fine game. The difficulty on Normal is still scathing. The radial gameplay is a cool feature used to great effect.
It runs smoothly and cleanly. Shmup fans will find something to like about it.. Pinball FX2 just great work !!! I hope there will
be more tables in the future.
Not for small children who are afraid of zombies.. Memez but the actuall game? Its a bit boring after time.. I really enjoyed the
brief tour. The sounds really add to the experience and made the atmosphere great. I really wish to see more exhibitions and
more educational games like this in general for Vive. This one will definitely be in my choise of things to show when doing
demos of Vive for friends.
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